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Colin Ware, Tom Butkiewicz, Briana 
Sullivan, Roland Arsenault and students

•Based on fundamental principles of HCI coupled 
with numerous user studies

• Collaboration between mariners and 
visualization experts



Panoramic Display

TOOLS FOR HUMAN FACTORS STUDIES



Studies of Optimal Approaches for Representing Currents

Four renderings of rotating patterns. 
The lower two were animated. Results 
show that pattern detection was faster 
and more accurate with the animated 

renderings.

Vector field reduction for efficient web rendering

Applications in Chart of Future



Studies of Optimal Approaches for Representing 
Bathymetric Uncertainty

Four methods for representing bathymetric uncertainty. (a and c) Texture shows 
uncertainty ranges around contours. (b) Texture is used to designate no-go areas.  
(d) A sequence of textures is used to represent the degree of depth uncertainty 
over the entire chart. 



WindVis2
Weather Viewer
Matt Plumlee

WindVis2 is a weather visualization
package designed and developed at
CCOM UNH to show the latest weather
forecast model data from NOAA NCEP
(Specifically the North American
Mesoscale (NAM) model). It shows a
complete 84-hour forecast (in 3-hour
time steps), and is updated with new
forecast data every six hours. It is freely
available for download on CCOM’s
webpage.

WindVis2 was developed initially as a
design exercise to show winds, pressure
and temperature simultaneously. It was
experimentally shown to be superior to
more conventional displays.

WindVis2 can either be used as a tool
for individuals to check on the current
forecast, or it can be configured as a
public display, which automatically
updates forecasts every six hours.






Enhanced Portrayal of Surface Currents, Sea State and other Environmental data for 
Submarine Mission Planning (ONR) and incorporation into NowCoast

Dynamic Current Display

Wavewatch III Display Current forecast from the Navy's regional NCOM 
model displayed as streamlines over Google Maps. Now 
used in NOWCOAST



- Higher spatial and  temporal resolution data, analyses, & forecasts require new ways display  techniques
- New visualization developed at Visualization Lab at CCOM/JHC incorporated into nowCOAST

Curved wind barbsTraditional wind barbs

NOAA/NOS nowCOAST
Web Mapping Portal

Surface Winds



StreakletsTraditional Colorized vectors

Surface Water Currents

NOAA/NOS nowCOAST
Web Mapping Portal



Interactive Exploration of 3-D Bathymetry and 
Backscatter



From 3D to 4D
VTT4D Flow Visualization For Full Water Column – generalization of inputs, 

dynamic terrain for sediment transport models, seafloor change analysis



TrackPlot
Colin Ware

A class of digital recording tags has
been developed that can be attached
to marine mammals and thereby
record the animals movements and
vocalizations over a period of 24
hours or more. Examples of such tags
are Dtag, CritterCam, Daily Diary and
Acousonde. These tags contain
accelerometers, magnetometers and
pressure sensors.

TrackPlot is a software package
designed to help analyze kinematic
patterns from tag data. This package
allows for novel kinematic patterns
to be rapidly identified and analyzed.
It also allows for the pseudo-track to
be georeferenced if a set of surface
fix locations exist. And it allows for
sound to be played synchronously
with movement.






From 3D to 4D
Water Column Mapping






4/16/2017
Larry Mayer

Macando 3-ram capping stack flange leak






Visualizing Wrecks

This video shows the capabilities of a
new generation of focused 455 kHz
multibeam sonar combined with
interactive 3-D visualization tools to
image the wreck of the WWI German
battleship Koenig part of the German
WWI fleet scuttled in Scapa Flow in
June 1919. Koenig was 146 m (485 ft)
long and displaced approximately
26,000 tonnes. The wreck lies almost
completely overturned in 38 m (~ 125
ft) of water. The visualization shows
several modes of display including
point clouds, full illuminated facets
and the use of occlusion to cast
shadows and provide a more realistic
image. Image below (courtesy of Port
of London) includes water column
data and laser data for features above
the water (red part of masts).






From 3D to 4D
Water Column Visualization



4D Visualization of Sediment Transport Models
Thomas Butkiewicz

Modeling of sediment transport in coastal
environments is a critical task related to coastline
stability, beach erosion, environmental
contaminants, and safety of navigation. Increased
intensity and regularity of storms heighten the
importance of our understanding in regard to
transport processes.

Current investigation into modeling capabilities has
identified a weakness in the visualization of model
results. Figures commonly display only a single
variable at once, usually as a two-dimensional, plan-
view cross-section. As such, sophisticated 3D non-
hydrostatic models are undermined in both the
interpretation of results and dissemination of
information to the public.

Our 4D visualizations for sediment transport studies
are based on perceptually-focused data visualization
research and recent and ongoing developments in
multivariate displays. Vector and scalar fields are co-
displayed, yet kept independently readable utilizing
human perception's separation of color, texture,
and motion. Bathymetry, sediment grain-size
distribution, and forcing hydrodynamics (wave and
current velocities) are a subset of the variables
investigated for simultaneous representation. Direct
interaction with field data is tested to support rapid
validation of sediment transport model results.

Our goal is a tight integration of both simulated
data and real world observations to support analysis
and simulation of major sediment transport events
such as hurricanes.
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Decision Support Tools
Impact of Superstorm Sandy on Artificial Reef 
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MultiTouch – Deep Flow Vis Tools

Tom Butkiewicz – CCOM UNH






Stereoscopic 3D Multi-touch 
Flow Visualization
Thomas Butkiewicz

Modern ocean flow simulations are generating
increasingly complex, multi-layer 3D ocean flow
models. However, most researchers are still using
traditional 2D visualizations to visualize these models
one slice at a time.

Properly designed 3D visualization tools can be highly
effective for revealing the complex, dynamic flow
patterns and structures present in these models.
However, the transition from visualizing ocean flow
patterns in 2D to 3D presents many challenges,
including occlusion and depth ambiguity. Further
complications arise from the interaction methods
required to navigate, explore, and interact with these
3D datasets.

We present a system that employs a combination of
stereoscopic rendering, to best reveal and illustrate 3D
structures and patterns, and multi-touch interaction,
to allow for natural and efficient navigation and
manipulation within the 3D environment.

Exploratory visual analysis is facilitated through the
use of a highly-interactive toolset which leverages a
smart particle system. Multi-touch gestures allow
users to quickly position dye emitting tools within the
3D model. Finally, we illustrate the potential
applications of our system through examples of real
world significance.






Chart of the Future
The goal of the Chart-of-the-Future Project is to investigate ways to provide more effective 
information to the mariner in order to maximize safety and efficiency of navigation. 

We proceed by developing proof of concept prototypes to test new ideas and utilize new 
technologies. We evaluate these prototypes either through interviews with potential users 
or by conducting more formal human factors studies.

GeoCoastPilot

The GeoCoastPilot is a project that will turn the NOAA
Coast Pilot™ into an interactive document linked to a
3D map environment. The GeoCoastPilot provides
linkages between the written text, 2D and 3D views,
web content, and other primary sources such as
charts, maps, and related federal regulations.

GeoCoastPilot has a number of innovative features:

- It links NOAA Coast Pilot information with an
interactive 3D map and S-57 information, including
USCG light list information.

- Wherever some shore feature is mentioned it is
linked with a feature on the 3D map. Clicking on the
text links center the 3D view on the corresponding
feature. Where possible, there is a photo of that
feature placed in the correct geographic location.

- Links go both ways: when you click on a photo, buoy,
or other navigation mark in the 3D view, you are taken
to the first corresponding reference in the Coast Pilot
text, and other references are highlighted.

The first test site for this project is Portsmouth Harbor
and the Piscataqua estuary including the entrance to
Portsmouth harbor from near Kitts Rocks Lighted Buoy
2KR, up to the I-95 Bridge. This may be extended to
Great Bay Marine as newer versions are released. The
second edition focused on the Boston Harbor.

Roland Arsenault, Briana Sullivan, Colin Ware






Local Notice to Mariners Web-
based Google Map Mashup
Briana Sullivan

NOAA's Office of Coast Survey regularly
issues Local Notices to Mariners, which
describe changes to official NOAA nautical
charts. These charts are updated quite
often, and it is important that mariners
correct their paper and electronic charts.
However, obtaining and digesting these
notices is not currently a user friendly
process.

This project involves taking these notices,
automatically extracting and geo-referencing
the changes within, and plotting them inside
a web-based Google Maps interface. This
interactive map makes it trivial for mariners
to see critical updates and correct their own
charts to reflect the new information.

Hopefully, this work will inspire some dialog
within the respective departments about
tagging data so it can be useful to
developers (who will in turn make it useful
for the public), and making sure that
everything that can be, will be geo-tagged.
(Right now it is all done by CCOM behind the
scenes.)

Traditional  
Text-based

Notices

New  Interactive 
Map-based 

Notices






What we’ve been missing….
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The Chart of the Future

Currents and Waves
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The Chart of the Future

Currents from the CBOFS forecast model being displayed 
as streamlines over a WMS layer of nautical charts from 

OCS' ENC Direct service.

 Maps of selected wave forecast guidance from NWS/NCEP 
new Nearshore Wave Prediction Systems or Wave Watch III 
using new visualization method from CCOM/JHC (NowCoast
future product)



4/16/2017
Larry Mayer

The Chart of the Future

TIDE
AWARE






Spatially aware hand-held device

The Chart of the Future

SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN SPEED 
OF IDENIFYING TARGETS

Human Factors  Studies



Small, inexpensive 
virtual/augmented reality 

simulator
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Larry Mayer

The Chart of the Future
Linked Windows     Video Panoramas
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